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Pres. Blunt Tells Important Letter On
Of '43 Calendar; c.c. Dimout Penalties
Curricula Changes

OlLEGE
\~'ednesdar,

Maf 6, 19-1-2

Palmer Library Wings from

ew London Hall

To the Students:
Your response to the dimout is excellent. In only a

been careless about pulling
their curtains when there is a
light in a room. The necessity
of maintaining
the dimout
1007(' will continue unchanged
until further notice, and we
to students,
we have established penalties for failure to
accept this new civic responsibility-to
pull the curtain
when

The Ornithology
club will present Mr. Carl W. Bucheister, who
will speak on "Birds Along the
Maine Coast," on May 11, at 7 :30
o'clock, in 106 Bill HalL Mr. Bucheister, director
of the Audubon
Nature Camp, Maine, will acc~mpany his talk with colored motion
pictures and slides of interest to
all. Everyone is cordially invited
to attend this meeting.
Officers for
the Ornithology
club for next year will be elected
at this meeting, and members are
requested
to read an important
notice on the bulletin board in
New London Hall previous to this
time.
At the meeting plans will be an·
nounced for a large student-fac·
ulty bird-walk and breakfast
on
Sunday morning, May 17.

is a Jight in a

Mrs. Ray Directs
Play For U.S.O.
The Flattering
Word, a one-act
comedy by George Kelly, will be
presented at the U.S.D. Club in
New London on Monday evening
May 18. Mrs. Josephine Ray, Connecticut college students, and two
students
from Admiral
Billard
academy have graciously donated
their time and services to the production. The cast is as follows:
the Reverend Mr. Rigley, William
Windam;
Mrs. Rigley,
Carolyn
Thomson '43; Mrs. zooker. Lucille
Wolfe '45; Lena Zooker, Elizabeth
Cockran '44;, and Eugene !esh,
Jerome Patterson. Evelyn Silvers
'43 is stage manager.

Dr. George S. Avery To
Speak At Science Club
Meeting Friday, May 8

New Catalogues Are
Available In Office
New college catalogues
announcing
important
changes
in the curricula are now available in the Registrar's
office.
_____________

there

room from which Long Island
Sound can be seen. For the
first offense we have set a
fine of $10, for the second,
$25, and for the third, suspension for the remainder of the
year.
All campus houses will be
inspected every night by student wardens and aides, and
by the night watchmen. Members of the Disaster Services
will inspect
from time to
time. Any uncovered
windows will be reported to Miss
Brett,
and students
whose
rooms are involved will be
billed by the Bursar for the
appropriate
fine. These fines
must be paid within a week
(or arrangements
made with
the Bursar).
If this is not
done suspension
will follow
even though it is a first or
second offense.
It is our earnest hope that
our dimout will be 100% effective because each of us accepts her individual responsibility for any room in which
there is a light.
Katharine Blunt
Marjorie Dilley

Other changes include a longer
art appreciation
course. In history and government
there will
be a new course, Federalism. The
personnel is not settled, and Miss
Hannah Roach is the acting chairman of the department.
In mathematics, Miss Julia Bower is the
acting chairman.
A new person
has been appointed for full time
work in that department.
The
first year course will be "An Introduction to Mathematical Analysis." A six-point course in stattstics in economics
and a threepoint course in mathematics
will
be offered. A new course will also
be given in Latin American literature in the romance language department.

Mr. Bucheister To
Speak On May 11

Bernhard Knollenberg,
Librarian From Yale
Lniverslty, To Speak
The informal
opening or the

must not relax our vigilance.
As a continuing reminder

Math Courses

Look Ahead in Choosing Majors
"What will you have in mind as
you choose your courses?"
the
President
continued. "Think first
in what you will get the most intellectual
satisfaction;
you are
more likely to be useful if you
can throw your whole heart and
mind into your work Look ahead,
not just at next year. Your job
should not be the only criterion in
See "Pres. Chapel"-Page
4

Informal Opening
Of Library Will
Take Place a 9

very few cases have students

The change in next year's academic program and the calendar
as announced in the 1942-43 catalogue were outlined
briefly by
President Katharine
Blunt in her
Chapel talk of May 5. The most
numerous
changes will be made
in the music, art, romance language, and history
and government departments.
In
explaining
the
music
changes,
President
Blunt said:
When a new chairman comes, naturally there will be changes; this
is no criticism
of the out-going
chairman.
The appreciation
courses will be somewhat longer,
six points; this is a decision made
in line with discussions of the student-faculty - forum
and currtculum committee.
There will be a
new member
of the department
in piano and theory,
replacing
Miss Ray Ballard, who has resigned.
New History,

5e per Copy

I

Dr. George S. Avery, Jr., professor of botany and director of
the Arboretum, will be the speaker at the next meeting of SClen~e
dub on Friday, May 8, at 7:30 I.n
113 New London Hall. His tOPIC
will be "Vitamins, Hormones, ~d
Growth," as particularly
a,?pllcable to plant growth, and WIll be
illustrated with slides.
.
Since he has been at Connecti·
cut, Dr. Avery has done valuable
research
in the field of plant
crrowth substances.
During 1938
he was a Rockefeller Foundati.on
Foreign
Fellow,
studying
WIth
Dr Boysen Jensen in Denmark.
Pr~viously,
he and his botan,Y
staff translated
Boysen-Jensen. s
work, Growth
Hormones
In
Plants.

new additions to the Palmer Library will take place on Saturday
afternoon, May 9. Mr. Bernhard
Knollenberg, university librarian,
Yale university, will speak in the
west reading room at 3:30 p.m.
The guests for the occasion will
include librarians from the state
of Connecticut, friends from New
London, and the Honor students
courtesy Alumnae News
from the four classes. Although
the three new wings, which were
started in February,
1941, have
been open (01" student use since
the beginning of the second semester this year, Saturday
marks
the official opening when guests
will be shown through the buildof the main 0001' that houses cur- ing. The library will be open to
rent periodicals and the card cata- the public from 7 to 9 p.m. that
logues.
evening.
The extra-illustrated
and rare
Mr. Knoll nberg. who holds debooks of the late Elijah L. Palm- grees {rom Harvard
and Yale,
H, brother
of George S. Palmer, practiced law from 1916 until 1938
comprise the library's most valu- when he accept d his present poable collection. The gilt of 5,000 sition as university
librarian
at
volumes, valued at over $100,000, Val.
l le Is also known
as an
was made by Mr. Palmer's widow. author, having published several
The collection is shelved in the books in addition to numerous
Palmer
Memorial
Room
(201) contributions
to the
Atlantic
named in memory of Elijah Palm- Monthly and to Harpers.
Ire
er.
serves in the position of librarian
for the American Oriental
octety
New York Times 011 Film
and the Connecticut Academy of
The library
has recently
acArts and Science.
quired a Recordak for th~ readTea will be served in Windham
ing of newspaper film. Microfilm
House after
the talk. Among
for the New York Times from those who will pour at the tea or
January, 1940 to date are now act as hostesses
will be: Mrs.
available for use in the Recordak Laubenstein.
Miss Warner,
Mrs.
machine.
A Society for Visual Malcolm Jones, and Miss ary.
Education
machine for reading
President Blunt wl11 entertain
book film has been donated by MI'. and Mrs. KnolJenberg at an
Mrs. Rosamond Beebe Cochran, informal sup PCI'.
who is an alumnae trustee of the
Student guides chosen from the
class of '26.
junior and senior classes will asThe class of '41 furnished
the sist the librarians
in conducting
carrel lights. Several of the blue guests through the library.
comfortable chairs are the mascot
gilt of the class of '42. Other
classes, the Carnegie foundat_ion,
and individual
philanthropists,
have given large donations
for
the purcnase of books.
.
Miss Lavina
Stewart
IS the
chief librarian, and Miss Florence
The Rev. Ralph W. Sackman.
King is associate librarian. Eleven
trained staff members and numer- minister of Christ Church in ew
York City, will speak at the Vesous students assist the librarians.
pers service in Harkness Chapel
on Sunday. May 10, at 7 o'clock.
Graduated
from Ohio Wesleyan
university,
which later awarded
him the honorary degree ot D.O.,
Dr. Sackman did graduate work
at Columbia university, rccevtng
from this institution his M.A. and
The annual Phi Beta Kappa his Ph.D., and pursued his studies
banquet will be held at the Mo- further at Union theological semlhican Hotel at 7:00 p.m. on wed- nary, of which in titution he is
nesday. May 13. Odell Shepherd. now a director.
lieutenant-governor
of Con~ecti·
From 1911 to 1913 he was an incut, will award the scholarship of tercollegiate
secretary in the Y.
5150 given join Uy each year by M_ C. A., and was with the army
the
ew London Association and Y.M.C.A. in 191 .
the Delta of Connecticut Chapter
Dr. Sockman is also nationally
of Phi Beta Kappa to a senior or known through his weekly Sungraduate
01 Connecticut
college day morning broadcasts.
for graduate work.
. .
The
ew London ASSOCiation
of Phi Beta Kappa, including .peoRegister By Uay 23
pie from all colleges and Universities living in New London and
For
Or Pa)·
Fine
many Connecticut college facuJty
Regi tration
for
courses
members, will sponsor
the banlor 19-12-19-13will begin May
quet. Dr. John Edwin .\Vells, (or·
11 and continue until noon on
mer head of the English depary·
i\lay 23. All students
must
ment at Connecticut
college, IS
register in the Registrars
ofthe president of the
ew London
flce by that time; late regis·
Association.
The guests at the
tration is penalized by a fivedinner will be the seniors and jundollar fine.
aI's here at college who have been
elected to Phi Beta Kappa.

New Enlarged Palmer Library
Now Houses 100,000 Books
by Marilyn Sworzyn '43
With the recent completion of
the addition to the Palmer library
Connecticut college marks another milestone
in intellectual
achievement.
All hammering and drilling has
subsided at last. Fewer Connecticut college students are now getting lost in the stacks, and the
new comfortable chairs are rapidly being broken in. The novelty
of the new addition may already
be wearing off, but the increased
advantages of the enlarged structures are only beginning to be
realized.
Palmers Gave $100,000
The new addition to the Palmer
library was made possible chiefly
through the $100,000 endowment
gilt in 1931 of Mr. and MI's.
George S. Palmer of New London
who donated the money (or the
original structure. $40,000 was received from the Carnegie foundation. The additional
costs were
met by college appropriations.
Shreve, Lamb, Harmon, architects for the new addition, followed the blueprints for the east
and west wings
which
were
drawn up by Mr. Charles A. Platt,
the original architect.
Previous to 1923 the library
was housed in New London Hall.
When the new structure was completed the Connecticut college students formed a book brigade to
transfer the books to their new
quarters.
One hundred thousand volumes
now line the library shelves ~s
compared to 18,000 books available when the Palmer library was
first opened. The capacity of the
library is now 200,000 volumes.
Since 1930, 4,500 to 5,000 .books
have been added to the library
every year.
Five Levels of Stacks
The new north wing houses five
levels of steel constructed stacks.
The four lower levels contain 24
individual carrels
with
tluorescent lamps. Students are u~ged to
inquire at the head desk if they
desire individual lockers for special study.
The reference
room is to be
found on the main floor. of the
west wing. Three chandelIers, the
mascot gift of the class of '43, fur·
nish the ceiling lighting for that
room. The reserve and newspaper
rooms are contained in the lower
level of the west wing. The English seminar room, a staff room.
and two other seminar rooms, as
yet unassigned, are in the east
wing on the lower level. The h~ad
desk is found in the center section

Dr. Sockman To Be
Vespers Speake.'
Sunday, May 11

Phi Beta Kappa To
Hold Banquet On
Wednesday, May ':3

'43
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STAFF

Edltor-in-Chief

Betty Shank '43
Feature

Senior Edj tor-

Editor

Marilyn sworzyn '43

Sally Kelly '43
Associate

Editors

Babette Friederich

Phyllis scnirr '43
News Editor
Helen Crawford '44

'43

1\1aAn~~ieFa.%~O~44

President's

Reporter

Nancy Troland

Department

By Betty Mercer'44

FREE SPEECH
The Editors of the "News" do not hold themseives responsnne tor the opinions expressed in
thJs column.
In order to Insure the validity ct
this column as an organ tor the expression ot
honest optnron, the editor must know the name.
of contrrbutcra.

1942

J:bsociated CoUeeiote Press

..... 0 MADI.ON

May 6, 1942

NEWS

ANGLES •..

NEws

1916

COLLEGE

'44

Editors

Art Editol'
_.
__
Barbara Garber
Cartoonist ._
__
._
__
._ __ Betty Mercer
Book Review Editors --- -- - -.- - -.-- -..-- -.-- - - .
.....Betsey Pease '43, Mary Jane Dole
Muslc····Edi·to·rs·
..·-.- Constance Smith '43, Jeanne Corby

'43
'44

'43
'43

Dear Editor:
Strangely enough, we students seem at convenient times to resemble our long-necked feathered friends-the
ostriches. After Junior Prom
weekend, with its "sky is the limit" monetary policy, we conveniently buried our heads in the sands
of oblivion. As ostriches, we expertly ignored the
area surrounding the Fanning water cooler during
the two day drive for the Allied Children Fund last
week.
How boastfully proud we are of that drive!
How ostentatiously
we wore our yellow tags, so
conscious of our moral obligation! Out of 750-odd
students, we willingly gave the awe inspiring sum
of $272.00, and although half of that total is credited to the faculty and administration, let's not belittle our generosity! To think that 750 students
were willing to sacrifice 20 cents, or to be even
more specific, to forfeit a package of Chesterfields
and a coke so that Allied children might be clothed
and fed!
The students of Connecticut college have indeed earned their patriotic plumage!
'42

Reporters

Constance Geraghty ''I'll Alma Jones '43, Norma Pike
RUbf zagoren '43, LUCIlle Bobrow '44, Ann Barnett
Virgmia Eells '45 Mary Lou Elliott '43, Ruth Howe
Bernice ruesner '45, Barbara Swift '45, Nancy Schulte

'44.
'45,
'44.
'45

Proof Readers
Marjorie Lawrence '45, Mary Jean Moran '45, Caryl
Maesel '45, Jane Parke '45, Betsy Paine '45, Mariechen
Wilder '45, Winnie Wasser 45.

Dear Editor:
Last week on Thursday and Friday the Student and Faculty Defense Committee sponsored a
drive for funds for children of the Allied Nations.
There were several publicity articles in the News;

JMlm11111l1

posters were hung announcing this drive; a song

was composed for the occasion and sung in the
Business Manager
dormitories.
Jacqueline Myers '43
In spite of this publicity, students for the most
Advertising Manager
Circulation
Manalfer
Martha Boyle '43
Julia Margarida 43 part were unconscious of the effort to raise money
for starving children. Many people gave; some
Martha Davis '44
Assistant
Business Mana-gers
could not; others did not who might have. The facSally Wagner '43
Nance Funston '45 ulty contributed generously; the senior class and
Sara Hosack '45
Mariechen Wilder '45
the junior class both gave sizeable sums, but the
Assistant
Advertising
Managers
Florence Urban '43
Lila Sullivan '44 student body as individuals were very uncooperaBUSINESS STAFF

Mary AdelaIde Cox '44
Advertising
'45
Circulation

tive.

Staff

"Happy

BOOK

Quips And
Quirks
by Babette

Friederich

It is high time that we at Connecticut college
became aware of just what is now taking place in IL

May Day!"

REVIEW
'43

.J by Lynn Thomson '43
Another story of Nazi invasion,
Ingenious Yale
Mary Wood '43, Eleanor Counselman '44, Anne Keay '44.
The Moon is Down, has recently
Joan gchreuder '44, Nancy-Carol Smith '44, Priscilla Cobb
The
invention
of
"electrical
ro'45, Anne Hester '45 Nancy Favorite '45 Carol Schaefer
been produced by the pen of John
bot air-wardens and traffic offic- Steinbeck. This is not, however,
'45, Shirley Jamar '45. Joanne Viall '45, dara Dowling '45
ers" that automatically
"black another blood and thunder tale
out" lights and change green sig- dealing with the great brutalities
nals to red has been disclosed by of the invading forces. It is, rathRealizing Responsibilities
Yale university. The "robot war- er, a simple, straightforward
acdens and traffic officers" are de- count of how a small village, unThe opinions of two well·known figures o.f
vices that are operated by radio named and unlocated,
English literature, Milton and Swift, can be applied
is overapparatus. They are built on the come with the loss of only six vil·
to our present attitude on defense programs on
same principle that is found in
campus.
target ships, planes, and automo- lage soldiers.
Milton, for example, pointed out that the only
The village merchant,
turned
biles operated by remote control.
real and worthwhile
freedom is that which is
•
•
Fifth Columnist, has paved the
found through self-discipline and awareness
of
Rubber.Neck Buses Still in Style
way for a surprise attack by the
one's responsibility;
whereas, a great part of Thursday, May 7
An item to cheer up those who Germans. Because the soldiery of
Swift's satire is based on the greed and the sense
Rehearsal
Freshman
Pageant
the village, consisting of only ten
of self importance so often found in humans. The
.......4 :00 Arboretum,
Gym are afraid they may be forced to men, has been lured away for the
walk
to
New
York
looking
for
a
latter's idea of greed seems to be linked with the
Melodrama Rehearsal
.....7 :30 Gym
job this summer
. An increase day on a picnic, no resistance is
idea of responsibility. At close range, it seems that
New London Oratorio Society
in commuter trains and an exten- offered to the invaders by the vil_ 8:30 Auditorium
we can greatly benefit ourselves by shirking all
sion of bus routes is expected to lagers. The soldiers do attempt to
possible obligation and responsibility.
We retire
Friday,
May
8
ease the tire situation for subur- resist when they discover what
more and more within ourselves until it is too late
has happened-six
are killed and
Freshman
Pageant
Rehearsal
ban residents and vacatonists.
to realize that freedom and happiness don't come
4 :00 Knowlton, Arboretum, Grace Smith Fifth Avenue will continue
its four escape.
as a result of isolation from responsibility.
From this point on, The Moon
Game Room
double-decker buses for the dura.In a situation such as the relatively unsuccess6:45 President's House ton instead of inaugurating
Senior Discussion
the is Down concerns itself with the
ful Allied Children's Fund Drive, a few have recogand final indomitScience Club Meeting.
promised single-deckers,
because bewilderment
nized their responsibility
and have carried more
7:30 113 New London Hall of priorities.
able courage of its Mayor, Mr. Orthan their share of it. Though volunteering more
den, his close friend, the Doctor,
than one's share of responsibility shows an excel- Saturday, May 9
Three Ring Circus of the World
and all the other inhabitants.
It
lent spirit, the aim of the whole college could not
Freshman
Pageant Rehearsal
Just as there is a three-ring cir- discloses, too, what is in the
12:45 Arboretum
be attained because the whole college did not cocus at Madison Square Garden so hearts of the Germans, something
Library Opening
operate.
there is a three-ring circus of the quite apart from the lust to kill.
Knollenberg
The success of a drive such as this depends on
Speaker: Bernhard
world. North America is in the Further
than this, there is a
..........
3
:30
Library
complete cooperation. If a failure in a local effort
4:15 Windham center ring, Europe and Asia in young villager who kills a Gersuch as this doesn't faze us, think what a similar
Tea .__
...
the ring to the right, and South man officer and is tried; the Mayfailure in the execution of real war would mean. Sunday, May 10
America in the ring to the left. or finds himself unable to save
Undoubtedly the lack of responsibility
seems less
Sockman
The ringmasters
are Roosevelt, the young man but redeems his
Vespers.
Ralph
W.
trivial when compared with war, but it shouldn't
. 7 :00 Harkness Chapel Churchill, Stalin, Hitler and Hiro- peace of mind, in the end, by sac'
appear trivial anywhere.
hito. Hitler started a commotion rificing himself for his people.
Excuses such as "you just can't give to all of Monday, May 11
in the rings; the Japanese aeroMr. Steinbeck draws each charSenior
Discussion
._6:45
President's
House
the charity drives" and "1 didn't know the drive
bats performed a daring stunt at acter clearly and concisely. On
Freshman
Pageant Rehearsal
was coming" seem scarcely to hold water when
......6 :45 Auditorium, Knowlton, Gym Pearl Harbor, which could well both sides, in the Nazi group and
earnestly considered. A commander who said he
Rehearsal, usa Play
_.. 7:30 Auditorium 202 have been left out of their rou- among the villagers, he shoWS us
lost a battle because he hadn't expected to be atThe
Ornithology
Club
Lecture,
Carl Buchheister .- tine; Uncle Sam sent up millions a variety of personalities.
tacked, would hardly be praised in this day of modMoon is Down is outstanding for
......7
:30 Bill Hall, 106
ern and complex warfare. Neither can the unsettits simplicity of design and struc,
.......8:15 Gym
Melodrama Rehearsal.
disciplined student be praised for her negligence.
ture
and its lack of stress on the
New
War Bond
Tuesday, May 12
horrors of a Nazi invasion. It is
Rehearsal
Freshman
Pagean t
Shares To Be Sold
to be recommended not only beContrasting Curricula
...........
4 :00 Arboretum
cause it is well written and a good
There
will
be
another
sale
Last week the official Tokyo radio released the
6:45 Knowlton, Gym
story but also because it is so difof shares in a $25 United
. 4 :00 Fanning 111
information that Japanese youth are being trained
Music Coop. Meeting ...
_ferent from the run.of-the-mill
States War bond beginning
8:15
Gym
for leadership in the "New Order" of Greater East
Melodrama Rehearsal
books about Nazi conquest.
Wednesday, May 6. This time
Asia. With this purpose in mind the curricula of
wednesday,
May
13
the
sale
will
be
extended
for
a
Japanese schools have been revised. The four obliNews Picnic.
. 4:45·6:45 Buck Lodge
period of two weeks, and the
gations of this new Japanese
type of education
Senior Discussion
5 :00 President's House
of acrobats like O'Hare and Colin
bond will be given away on
are: to fulfill the mission of empire; to train men
Phi Beta Kappa Dinner ....
7 :00 Mohican
Kelly; and now the audience (the
the closing day of the sale,
who are capable of carrying out the establishment
Melodrama Rehearsal
7 :30 Gym
Allies) are anxious to put a stop
Wednesday, May 20, at the
of the Greater East Asia New Order; to train men
Rehearsal, usa Play.
... 7 :30 Auditorium 202
to the circus and to sweep the
annual
Melodrama
in the
who will be capable of leading many races; and to
sawdust over Germany and JapFreshman
Pageant Rehearsal
gymnasium.
develop cultural mobilization.
_7 :00 Knowlton
Although the program sounds rather harmless
an.
7 :30 Auditorium
See uEditorial"-Page
5
Marjory Schwalbe

Shirley Strangward

Staff

'45

this world. If this were the only instance in which
such apathy had been apparent here on campus,
then the results of the drive would not seem so
discouraging to those who are concerned with helping in this great struggle; but in many other ways
we have been unconcerned
with matters
which
need much thought and action. Must we wait for
actual destruction of property and loss of life on
our hilltop before we wake up to reality and start
doing our part?
'43

Calendar.

$25

Wednesday,

May 6, 1942
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404 c. C. Students

New London Oratorio Society Will Present
Planning To Work Suzanne Sten And New York Madrigalists
During Summer
The

results

of

work questonnaire

the

summer

sent out by

the president's
office show that
four hundred
and four Conneeticut girls plan to work this sum.
mer. This questionnaire
was circulated after
plans
were
an-

nounced tor the College Summer
War Session and a series of Summer Work conferences were held
by the Personnel bureau. The conferences, an innovation this year,
were planned to stimulate ideas
on sources of jobs, techniques of
job hunting, and the experience
to be gained from summer work.
In answer to the questionnaire
304 girls said they wished paid
jobs, 82 wanted volunteer
work,
and 18 would take either. Over 100
girls have already completed summer work registration
with the
Personnel bureau. The jobs which
C.C. girls will pursue during the
vacation period include industrial
laboratory aide, switchboard operator, hospital attendant,
messenger, bank clerk, playground director,
camp counsellor,
factory
worker, nursery school assistant,
model, salesclerk,
reporter,
farmerette, waitress,
munitions tnspector, student dietition, and hospital laboratory
apprentice
Eighty-one students plan to attend summer school. Four seniors, one junior,
three sophomores, and four freshmen are returning for the Connecticut War
Session.
The Personnel
bureau
urges
that anyone still undecided about
summer plans should watch their
bulletin board for new opportunities.

the
Boston
Because of war conditions, the monic-Symphony,
and
the National
New London Oratorio Society has Symphony,
and
been compelled to forego its an- Symphony in Baltimore
In radio, she has
nual spring oratorio concert. In Washington.
place of this, it will offer on sung five major broadcasts in six
Thursday, May 7, at 8:30 p.m. in months over CBS and NBC netPalmer auditorium, an evening of works.
sacred music presented by SuzMiss Sten is of Viennese and
anne Sten, noted Viennese mezzo, Hungarian ancestry. Before cernsoprano and The Madrigalists of ing to this country she was a star
New York City.
at the famous Neues Detusches
Miss Sten is acclaimed by the theater in Prague and other notopera houses,
New York Times as possessing able Continental
"one of the outstanding voices of and sang in concert and recital in
the time." One of the results of many European cities. In 1938,
this auspicious New York intro- finding herself completely out of
with the totalitarian
'duction was that she was irnrnedi- sympathy
ately engaged for the Chicago ideology then growing up in Cenand San Francisco Operas, where tral Europe, Miss Sten came to
her roles included Amneris
in America.
The Madrigalists, organized in
Aida, Azucena in II Trovatore, Ulrica in The Masked Ball, Nancy in 1934, are a group of six artists
Martha and Hansel in Hansel and singing unaccompanied, who devote themselves entirely to the
Gretel.
music of the
The artist is known from coast pre-instrumental
to coast in America for her church and to the plain songs of
achievements in concert and ra- the people. Since its or-ganization,
dio, as well as in opera. She has the group has appeared before
been soloist with many of the numerous colleges, musicologicaJ
great symphony orchestras,
in- and student groups, in addition to
cluding the New York Philhar- singing before concert audiences

Eleven Seniors Sport Dashing
And Dated Cars On Campus

Date OJ News Picnic
Changed To May 13
A picnic for the entire
News staff will be held next
Wednesday afternoon,
May
13, from 4 :45-6:45. Members
of the business, the advertising, and the circulation staffs
are all invited.
If you are coming, please
sign on a sheet to be posted
in Fanning.
Meet at the News office in
Plant basement at 4 :45 p.m.
_____________

Dr. Paul Tillich
Outlines Hi War
Aims In Lecture

"Guard against hate and fight
for principles," said Dr, Paul Til·
Itch as he outlined his w ar aims 10
students and racunv at the afternoon Convocation in the auditorium and at the informal evening
gathering In • lary Harkness IIv·
ing room last Thursday, April 30.
To those who would say that we
should win the war first, he wise.
Iy replies, "Of course I think WP
should do everything to win the
war, but iJ peace were to come tomorrow, we should not know
what to do. We must plan intelliand in recitals. The Madrigalists
gently for that time."
have sung for the International
Our greatest danger is hate. It
Musicological
Congress,
the
American Academy of Arts and is the germ that can prevent a
Letters, and the Beethoven Asso- lasting peace, Dr. Tillich's main
point is for the federation of cenciation.
tral Europe without boundaries.
The group has prepared an atThus nationalism of hate and crubum of recordings entitled "Vocal
Music of the Henaissance," ten elty can be overcome.
The best way to accomplish a
songs o( which were included by
the Carnegie Corporation
in its new integration is to create public
College Music Set, a permanent opinion going in the right direcrecord of the history of music. tion. Dr. Tillich warns of subI'he Madrigalists
have recently scribing to blue-prints that want
completed a similar set for Co- the return of the status quo, that
lumbia Records. Giving voice to insist on the old boundaries and
madrigals, motets and chansons hatreds. He warns also that there
in almost every European lan- is much fascism in this country,
guage, including Old English and recognizable in indiff renee. antiann-anentsm,
and
early French, The Madrigalists Semeticism,
have revived the music of the disunity.
He pointed out that anyone who
Renaissance and of Shakespeare's
England. At the same time, they has not studied, understood, and
have not neglected America's con- lived in the creative spirit of a
tribution to religious and secular great man can be nothing but a
folk music. Arthur
Lief, their shallow thinker and never a real
principles
musical director, is especially In- critic. Upon hearing
and
ideas
presented,
we
should,
terested in the indigenous Arnerbefore rebelling and "playing the
lean folk ballad.
All the students are cordially in- record in our minds," be sure that
"Tillich"-Page 4
vited to attend the oratorio.

see

'Seniors Win Cup For Play As
All Classes Follow ln Order

The coveted silver cup for com- by l\liss Catherine Oakes
Confidently, Daddy Weyand is
by Marilyn Sworzyn '43
"Everybody has won," said the
peuuve plays was placed in lhe
that someone
may be
"Enjoy your car while ye may afraid
deserving nands 01 the senior Dodo; "and all must have prizes."
tempted
by
Lore's
nice
new
tires
for tomorrow ye may be hoofing
Class last F'rlday mgrn, May t ; it What a comfortable situation tor
symbonzes the cuunmauon of ten the estimable judge of wonderit" is the general outlook of the so Loie keeps her car in the garnecuc days, of memorizing unes, land who could thus dispense
eleven plutocratic
seniors
who age that delivers it when she
v1 endless urunng, and 01 sear-en- Alice's comfits to the triumphant
have had their own cars at col- wants it.
Beth Tobias may be seen behind
.ng tor props, out the general winners with a lavish hand, and
lege since spring vacation. The
concensus 01 opinion seems to be relieve his mind from the burden
greatest concern of the coveted the wheel of a Chrysler sedan. Reand crtucrsm!
that the elTort expended was very of discrimination
eleven since the news of the May cently Beth and some friends got
worth while, JUniors, sophomores Today's judge has a harder task.
15 gas rationing is how to get the all dressed up and piled into the
and freshmen placed second, third Certainly if one considers ambicar for an early morning trip to
car home without pushing it.
football
and fourth respectively, in the tious efl'ort as a factor important
Every story, however, has its a Coast Guard-Brown
in the decision, all four plays reJokingly,
contest.
gloomy side. Edna Roth, Ann game in Providence.
The fact remains indisputable cently presented in the annual
Whitmore,
Louise Spencer and Beth remarked, "Suppose it doesthat the plays this year were of competition deserve prizes, tor no
other seniors will sorrowfully tell n't start." Unjokingly, it didn't.
an unusually high calibre. Each one of them was easy to presen t:
you how they would have been One may be led to think that the
one, taken as a whole, was of ex- all indicated much expenditure of
enjoying their cars at college if it car got confused with football
cellent quality, and although the thought and energy on the part
weren't for the rubber shortage. games in the balmy spring, and
Religious Council's Cabinet Re- plays did have their minor flaws, of actors and stage crews, not to
of true
Patriotic
Mary Ann Kwis mod- froze up in anticipation
treat took place at the Black the imperfections were lost in the mention the directors, and all deestly admitted that she declined a winter football weather. The real
point Beach home of Mary Jane total effect. The freshman class serve praise for the ingenuity at
super offer to buy a fine car for cause, however, was a dead batDole '43, president of Religious presented The Monkey's Paw by making much out of little which
tery.
fifty cents.
Mary Anna Lemon announces Council, Saturday and Sunday.
Louis Parker. Commendation
is is one of the pleasant features of
Several parents did warn their
The afternoon session on Satur- due the entire cast for their this annual event.
that all chauffering requests must
daughters to go easy on the tires.
But to return to the task of crtbe made before May 15. Lem is day opened with a report by the
Especially
Others advised them to enjoy the owner of a '41 maroon Ford president of the present p~rl?ose smooth performance.
good was Mother White, as inler· ticism ... One who has seen sevtheir cars while they can.
convertible coupe named Tudie, and activities of the Rehglous preted by Patricia Feldman. Her enteen different sets of competi·
Most of the senior car owners short for the song by the same Council. Dr. Paul F, Laubenstein motherly, womanly gestures as tive plays at Connecticu t College
are blase about their luxury. They name. To date Lem's one mishap addressed the group of students she sat knitting, as she waited im- Is tempted to generalize as a redon't bother with their cars un- with Tudie occurred one day and faculty on the topic, "Purpose patiently for her husband to open sult, and to say that-quite
un·
less they want to go to the beach when she put the top down. Whe~ of a Student Christian Group."
two
lower
the portentous
letter, and her derstandably-the
"To understand the Christian deep grief and anguish when she classes often exercise less wisdom
or to some distant point. Mary it grew cool she tried to put It
Lou Crowell ,owner of a '41 blue back up, but no luck. The only im- faith and live the Christian life" learned of the death of her soo, in their choice of play than their
Mercury convertible, does indulge mediate solution was a fur coat was the central thread of the eve- were well done. Marjorie Law- upper-class sister _ Certainly the
ning session. The major em- rence played Major Morris, the selection this year of two meloin a frequent jaunt to and from which Lem hastily donneddasses.
Jeanne LeFevre
asserts
that phases for the coming year will bluff, kindly, worldly soldie:. The dramas testi1ied to the intrepid
and manner in whjch he "grudgmgly"
spirit of both the sophomores and
Jean Staats has the same model her '37 Ford station wagon, Bur be on social reconstruction,
a spirit
which
as Mary Lou Crowell. One sunny rna, with the same tires that it the value of religion in practical accepted a drink, was a complete the freshmen,
day a few weeks ago Jean and was born wi th, is the queen of motivations.
characterization in itself.. Despite should be applauded and encour·
Sunday morning found the stu· the fact that the sound effects aged. But serious melodrama reseveral lriends
decided upon a the senior vehicles on campus.
trip to the beach. They were to The new fiashy models, she de· dent group summarizing the con- were at times a bit comic, and the quires expert and delicate handl·
pick up one Putty
Linder on clared, are not here to stay. B':lt clusions at which they had ar- action rather slow, particularly in ing if it is not to become farcical;
campus before leaving. As Putty Burma (always a close shave), IS rived and participating in a wor· the openjng scene, the freshman if the audience giggles at the
was patiently awaiting their ar- good for: five more years, Jeanne ship service.
contribution to competitive plays wrong time the playwright or the
The faculty present were: Dr. was commendable.
actors have failed somewhere.
rival she saw what she thought contends.
ot that this member of the audio
was Jean and her car breeze by.
The commjttee for the IreshVivian Eshelman has a '41 light and Mrs. Paul F. Laubenstein,
serious
Determined not to be left behind, gray Chrysler convertible with a Mr. and Mrs. John F. Moore, Mr. man play included: <1Irectors, Bar· ence would discourage
Putty strained her vocal chords a horn to the tune of "The Camp- and 1\I1.l's.David C. McClelland. bara Swilt and Barbara Riggs; melodrama on our stage; by all
wee bit and become suddenly ath- bells Are Coming." Ensign John Miss A. Van Eps Burdick, and Dr. Ughting,
alley MereuI' and Eliza- means let us try everything that
beth Scoville; make-up, Jerry seems worthy of our endeavor. At
letic in motioning for the car to Cochran, former college history Frank E. Morris.
The students
present
were: Hanning assisted by Inez Horton; the same time if we are inexperi·
stop. At that point Jean and her instructor, now in the navy, hapfriends informed
Putty from a pened upon Vivian and her horn Mary Jane Dole '43, Jeanne Wi- costumes, Joyce Stoddard; props, enced, let us recognize that by atMary Harkness window that the the other day, and remarked th!1t ant '45, Barbara Proctor '44, Bar- Barbara Swift and Barbara Riggs. tempti,ng melodrama we are likeneedThe cast was: Mr. White, Jane ly to handicap ourselves
car she was hailng was Mary Lou it is more effective than a WhIS- bara Hellmann '43, Anne McCarthy '45, Lois Webster '44, Mona Armstrong; Mrs. White, Pat Feld· lessly. The freshmen took on an
Crowell's.
tle.
.
See '~nss Oakes"-Page '"
Lois Weyand sports a premaSee 'Tlaystf-Page 6
Sylvia Martin Ramsing drIves a Friedman '44, and Betsey Pease
ture graduation
present of a '42
See flCars"-Page 6 '43.
blue Pontiac convertible
coupe.

Religious Council
Holds Retreat At
Black Point Beach

Page Four
CRO\'l
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jorie Lawrence as the Sergeant- future. Small intellectual minor- ing vacation will be shortened to
Major was at her best when ities can and must build the way, one day. Christmas recess will be
warning the others against her fighting for their principles.
'11 STATB STREET
shortened, and Commencement is
tCo.ntlnued trom Pace Threoe)
grisly trophy. On the stage, as in
1'\'EW LOl'lo"DO~" oo1'l."JII'.
set for June 6.
real life, Mr. samson's part Is
We Have hoes, Too
thankless, and it offered Cornelia
additional handicap, moreover, in 'Vales little opportunity to display
The Style Shop
presenting The Monkey's Paw her ability as an actress.
Phone~
(ConUDued froID ra&,e ODe)
D. J _ Zullanl
128 State 8tzeet
adapted from \V. W. Jacobs'
A final word of appreciation for
DANTE'S
COTTONS
story. Unhappil
the playwright, the setting of '1\1/0 Against the
ltalian-A.tnerican Cuisine
American Golfer
less skilled than the story-teller, Gods should be added. The mum- picking courses. Of course you
Kay Dunhlll
GOOD FOOD
allows the action to drag during
my-cases were especially effective want to do your part in winning
Betty Hartford
We Serve to serve Ag&1n
the first third of the play; unhap- both in appearance and in mech- the war, and that runs into jobs.
EXCLUSIVELY HERE
n Tru.man St.
New London pily, too, there is only one female
Although
you
have
heard
of
the
_
anism and the lighting was defUy
role. Since men may not be un- managed. Would it not have been great need for chemists, physi
A FrJend or the ColJeee and a
and economists,
ported to act in the competitive well, however, to have some focal cists, teachers,
YALE UNIVERSITY
FrIendly
Place to Stay and Dine
the greatest
need is for wellplays much of the realism was point on the altar, symbolizing
Spacious Rooms
SCHOOL OF NURSING
trained minds."
lost, in spite of the effor-ts of Mar- the deity to whom it was erected?
Exoellent Food
As for the calendar, President
jorie Lawrence, Jane Armstrong,
But one need not be captious. If
A Profession for the
Marjorie Miller, and Cornelia
everybody cannot win prizes the Blunt announced that ThanksgtvThe Lighthouse Inn
College Woman
Wales who portrayed
the male reason is that we are not living in
Overlook, Long bland Sound
characters.
An
intensive
and baste experl.
Wonderland and that the Dodo
ence in the various branches of
The sophomores, realizing tha t like other delightful creations is
nursing is offered during the
HOMEPORT
girls are rarely effective in men's extinct. Bath the freshmen and
Smart Footwear
thirty - two months'
course
OKE
parts, made a wiser choice in pre- the sophomores deserve commenArriving Dally
which leads to the degree of
ANDY
Machines
senting Two Against the Gods, by dation for their endeavors. If the
IGABETTE
MASTER OF NURSING
Albert Mannheimer,
a rapidly grade is not A plus this time, the
• Sport
moving little play offering plenty credit is high enough to make the
A
Bachelor's degree in arts
Casual
For Dellverie8 Phone S024
of thrills and shudders. The soph- audience wish to see more of
sciences or philosophy
fro~
• Dressy
omores also had an advantage in their work next year.
a college of approved standing
is required for admission.
that Caroline Townley and Cherie
A
Noble are already veterans of our
ELMORE
For cataloguJt~:sinformation
college theater. Miss Townley had
C. C. Girl's
little
to
do
in
the
part
of
the
SHOE SHOP
Be8t FrIend
brusque
archeologist;
her real
11 Bank St.
YALE sc~~~E~rNURSING
Starr Bros. Drug Store talent was called upon to subdue
itself in a very nondescript role.
~~~~~~~~~~~h~N~e~W~Ha~ve~n~.~c~o~nn~e~c~ti~cu~t;;;;;
Miss Noble's voice and facial exHave you ever tried to harmonpression were convincing in the ize on negro spirtuals or to classtransition
from apprehension
ify them? Rev. Harold McCoo of
YELLOW CAB
through fear to complete terror;
the Hartford Seminary did these
and her metamorphosis
at the things for a group gathered
in
PHONE 4821
end of the play was satisfyingly
the Harkness Chapel library on
icy and vengeful. Stratton Nicol- Anril ?:Q at 7:30.
son ably disguised herself as the
Food's Good •.•
His lecture on negro music preEgyptian queen, and her sudden ceded the actual singing. The
I
• Parking Easy
.., appearances
and disappearances
slaves who were first landed in
Make
were appropriately sinister.
Virginia had the hard problem of
DUTCHLAND FARMS ICE CREAM
In spite of the fact already adjusting to a new world. These
ap an s uggage
mentioned that The Monkey's slaves
brought from Africa their
Shop and Travel
Paw is much better in its original native musical endowment and inAcross the Bridge
Bureau
form than as a play, the actors stinct, but they went beyond these
ROUTES 1 AND 84 - GROTON
frequently
rose above the ob123State Street
stacles and made one want to see
and
to the
melody.
development
Christianity,
of harmony
said Dr. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
them in more suitable roles. HanYour Headquarters For
ors go to Patricia Feldman who McCoo, filled a psychic need for I
them and was the final motivating
Costume Jewelry
Gloves
stepped into the part at a very force which brought
forth the
Bags
Kerchiefs
late moment of rehearsal,
and negro spirituals. Spirituals which
We also car_ry Sport Sandals
who in the second half of the play were forged in sorrow and religand Hurachees
showed
sensitivity
and under$1.98 to $5.95
ous fervor, are now considered
standing as the bereaved mother. the finest musical contribution of
-::
" Her movements and voice were the United States.
Armour's
and Wilson Strings
~"""""""""""'''''''''''''''''''"'''''''''''""'"'''''''l:
particularly
effective in the sec24
H()UR
SERVICE
:
end scene where Mrs. White anxiously watches for the coming of
~alchJne
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MARRONE'S RAINBOW GRILL
57 High Street, Westerly, R. I.

•

1. Does not rot dresses or men's

The newest aud most glamorous
in Southern
Rhode Island
•

Beautifully
•

shins. Does noc irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be
used right after shaving.

decorated

A charming

atmosphere

Dining and Dancing Every Evening
'Til 1 a.m. -

Sunday 'til 12

3. Instantly stops perspiration
for 1 to 3 days_ Removes odor
fcom perspiration.
4. A pure. white, greaseless,

is the

of laundering
Lh.RGEST

A

aJu

At aJllitoree

<1~1
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DURA-GLOSS

for

SELLING

ARRID
39¢
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Glossary: Man-trap: popular gal. In the cage:
at school. Biology I: boy problem. Harpy huddles: girls meetings. Yen: desire. Looloo: eligible male. Shin cracking: dancing. Calendar:
gal who thinks about nothing but dates. In the
bloom: blossoming out. Country air: make-up.
Dura-Gloss: the nail polish for fingernail S.A.
C~ Hn 0,,: (formula for sugar) eligible male.

NAIL

DEODORANT. Try a jar todayl

EXCELLENT
SERVICE FROM
SNACK TO A MEAL·

~

Is all your time taken up in
harpy huddles when what you've really got is a yen to
herd with a 100100 who'll take you shin cracking? Even
though you don't want to be an absolute calendar, there's
no harm being in the bloom. And that's where good
grooming comes in. Look "to your country air-and
do
your fingernails
with longer-lasting
Dura-Gloss. Then
watch the way you catch a C12 H22 0Il.

being harmless to fabrics.
Arrid

I

k ~~

~

stainless vanishing cream.
5. Acrid has been awarded the
Approval Seat of the American
Institute

ST.

Helpful Hints in Biology 1.

Stops Perspiration
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~
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Cream Deodorant
safely
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under-arm

Store
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Scalp Treatments
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SERVICE

Hardware

COR. STATE

we understand and appreciate its
possibilities. He encouraged
the
students, however, to think about
these problems and decide Intelltgently what course to take for the

• Factals
•
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from

PHONE

I(9

Norwich, Conn.
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(ContInued

BUlld1ng

802 State Street

Dancing

Norwich

Tillich

Herbert. In the roles of Herbert

and Mr. White the Misses Miller
and Armstrong played with sincerity and restraint
while Mar-

sellfDg toilet goodJl
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l\'EJI'S
made numerous mlstak • I...unnecessary expendltures
hould be
cut, but the \\-'ork that the ag(;nc)'
Is doing as a whole
nu: aim t
more vuat now than belore th
war. The bUi 10 discontinue the
.Y.A. is 'ill In 'he handl. of 'he
Senate EducaUon and Labor Com.
mlnee. [nlelllgent lobbying and
voting may preserve an agenC)
thar we will direly need In 8 post.
war world. POt;I'"8r planning no

Please Patronize Our Advertisers

IT'S YOUR WAR
by L\larUyn Swerzyn '43

The Eleanor Shop
and Knitting Accessories
y~
Knitting Instructions
Dickies - Sportswear

Dr. Paul Tillich in his talk on
"War Aims" last Thursday
irnplored the audience to influence
SIS STATE ST.
public opinion in this country toward a just peace. He admitted
R.C.A., VICTOR, AND DECCA
that we cannot formulate
the
RECORDS
final blueprints but as believers in
at
the democratic process we have a
lew fundamental
principles with
Mallove's
which to work.
14 STATE STREET
Concerted action by intelligent,
informed youths and adults can
The Most For Your Money
have great weight in molding
public opinon into proper forms.
Carroll Cut Rate
There are many domestic is.
PERFmIERS
sues that demand our immediate
151: State Street
action.
We are expecting
the
All Nationally Advertised
Cosmetics. etc.
negro to give his life for OUf
country. yet racial discrimination
is still marked even in our armed
forces. Much of the tight to dlsDean's Grill
Over the river at Poquonnock BrIdge continue the National Youth Administration
centers around the
Dining and Dancing
negro question, The N.Y.A. has
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
aided deserving students on our
own campus to continue their edThe place to meet your rrtenda
ucation, but has done its greatest
service in the South where educational opportunities
tor the negro
are often meager. By alloting
equal appropriations
for white
and negro schools, the federal
Jewelers Since 1865
government
has foiled at least
some attempts
to discriminate
against the negro.
Stationery
Leather Good.
The negro educational problem
Novelties
is still far from solved, however,
Dr. Mordecai W, Johnson, PrestWatch and Jewelry Repair
Work Called tor and Dellv·
ered at the College
Wommrath

Library

Perry & Stone

STATE

dent of Howard unlveralty, at the
opening of the t\\'enty·61th an.
nual conference ot the American
Council on Education. cited tlg.
ures that showed, while the aver.
age per capita expendlture
for
education in lhe country was S75
yearly. for negroes in the South
it was only S20. and in five Southern states $7.60.
Since December 7 the most persuasive argument of the opponents or the N.Y.A., headed by Sen.
ator McKellar of Tennessee. is
that the war has made relief
agencies needless. A report to the
President,
made by Charles W.
Taussig, chairman of the atlonal
Advisory Committee of the
. Y.
A., proves the contrary. The report pointed to the defense training program developed by the
Y. A. In antlclpatlcn of the war,
including
the establishment
of
800 shops In which young persons
are being trained
In skills required by the war industries. Between 35,000 and 45,000 young
persons are leaving N.Y.A. each
month to go into private employment.
The report also calls tor: a com
plete health program.
including
rehabilitation or youths rejected
for Selective Service; and a youth
program tor reconstruction
and
reorientation after the war.
Undoubtedly
the N.Y,A. has

(Continued
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Recommended
by
DUNCAN HINES

in print, a special administratio.n
has already been set up to explOIt
occupied areas. Such activities as
Japanese
military
control o,ver
"the enterprises of enemy nation·
als" the seizure of ioodstuffs and
ra\~ materials belonging to can·
quered countries, levying of lux·
ury taxes in the Philip~ines, and
absorption
of commercial estab·
lishments by Japanese firms seem
to be the practical achieve~ent
for which the Japanese cUTncuJa
are being revised.
.
Yesterday in chapel we were 10-

~============~
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National Bank
Of Commerce
Establlshed

New Londoo,

1852

Conn.

See Our Specia,l Check
Book for College Student.
MEMBER

F.

D. L C.

Crown
Cleaners and Dyers
Inc.

fchanges
ormed in
by ourtheownPresident
of
curricula. Instead of being told that we S~OUld
train ourselves to help estabitsh a
ruthless dictatorship. we were ad·
vised to think not only of ~he
present but also of the part which
we wiII play in the future after
this war is over. We have the opportunity
to broaden our understanding of the politics and the
economic condition of other nations' we can train ourselves for
an a~tive part in defense work;
but more than that we can con·
tinue to study those fiel?s of the
arts and sciences that Will have a
permanent value for the futur,e.
Yes, both Japan and the UnIted
States are at war! Fortunately.
however, for us, our educator~ do
not deem it necessary to sacrIfice
the continuation
of culture for
the continuation
of ruthlessness
and suppression.

217 Ma.In St.

New Londou City
National Bank

We Call and Deliver

NEW WNDON, CONN.
Establlshed 1807

Write or inquire

TEL. 2·1688

about our

Special Checldng Acoount service
l\lember FeeL Deposit Insurance

The Way to Your Man's Heart ...
SUGGEST

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
Delicious Food and Ice Cream
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SURE I'M HAPPY I
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Russeks
is comi ng
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derful clothes! Wane
cute cocton dresses, a
formal or a smooch.
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ALLING RUBBER COMPANY

Pltarlnaci&t.
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and

Butch
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Nichols and Harris
Co.
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won
some
swish
new
slack suit? Meet me at the
HOMEPORT
TEA ROOM,
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY,
MAY 7th and Slh.
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Six

lothel for the Smart
eueee Girl
£\'erythlng Crom Dickies to
Evening Gowns

C

The To, n Shop

Ladies' Tailor
86 Stale St.

Over Kresge's Store
Phone 7395

According to Jay Wille '44, corporal punishment should not be
used in excess bu t there is most
definitely a time and a place for
spanking.
This profound conclusion was drawn in Soc. 16 class
the other day and Mr. Chakertan
remarked that no truer words had
ever been spoken.

• • •

YOUR PLACE
,. ttI.- pre-tellt elller'J •• cy alld I. til.
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In the fuzziness

of early morning sleepiness, Friday a few seniors forgot some of the most fundamental traffic rules. A small
group of them had entertained
their sophomore sisters with early
morning coffee and so were a little late for the first songs on
Harkness Chapel steps. During a
slight
intermission,
Lem,
Pat
King, and a few others took a
bounding caper across the street
and their senile and senorial dignity was certainly enhanced by
their caps set at rakish angles and
their gowns which had just been
freshly filled with wind. At precisely this moment a car was coming up the drive and some mighty
helf ty brake screeching was employed, as a mere precaution, you
understand.
Probably the seniors
aren't used to driving yet.

~~2~7~~~~;
Flowers
Bouquets and Corsages
for the most discriminating

Fellman & Clark
Florists

Townley;
Director, Libby Massey;
cos- Dr. Prince, Caroline
Hathor-Amen. Stratton
tenor.
tumes designed and executed by
SOD.
Jane Day; props and scenery,
Barbara Gahrn and Ellie Houston,
co-directors,
Helen Bull, Trudy •
Weinstock,
Ethel Sproul, Jane
Bridgwater, Betty Rabinowitz,
Jackie Pinney '44 was attend- music,
Peg Rubinstein;
lights,
ing a movie the other day and the Fran Diver, Janet Leech.
The cast: Mary, Cherie
oble;
atmosphere was perfectly normal
what with a few sailors sitting in
the balcony (the C.C. girls sit
~lliIInery of
there too). During the ever inDlstincUon
formative
newsreels
a smoke
screen for ships was being shown.
Evidently a small part of one of
Ennis Shop
the ships could be seen by one of
280 State 81.
U1e keen eyed sailors since he --------------made the brilliant comment, "Oh, China
Gl.a88
Silver
Lamps
Unusual GlflA
your ship is showing!" Tsk, tsk.

the

E

.---------0;.::: ~;~§;..

L. Lewis & Company
Establ1shed

Cars
(Continued

Call tor a

Flower Phones 5588 and 7069

New London, Conn.

Pa&"eThree)

'41 blue Nash coupe, Chadwick by
name. As a reminder of her recent wedding, the engine still
spurts confetti.
Doris Boies received a '41 gray
Buick convertible
for her last
birthday.
Eileen Bilodeau is the
owner of a Mercury convertible
with four new tires. Barbara Gritfin drives a '40 Hudson coupe.

(Continued
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Flowers
From

Fisher's

BOSTON ••••• 90 Marlborough Street
NEW YORK •••••••••
230 Pari; Avenlle

Hourly Delivery to College
Phone
5300

104
State

~~

SCHOOL
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Blue Cah
Maybe you'll be this month's
lucky rider
Phooe 8000 - 4808

ute

C

from

SOME colleg& women are gelting
aide-tracked in trivial jobs. Othere
smarter and just as patriotic
are
staying on the main Une - via Kath_
arine Gibbs secretarial training - to
key positions where their colIeqe
education is of practical daily value
in the victory etiort. Never enough
colleqe women. with Gibbs training
10 meet the demand!
• College candidates have choice of
Special Course for College Women
or Optional (shorter) Course.
• AdTanced summer opening July 6.
preparing
for early
employment.
Regular opening September 22.
• Address College Course Secretary
for iUuatrated catalog
aDd place.
meDt booklet.
"GIBBS GIRLS AT
WORK."

1866

State and Green Street.

Plays

186 State., New London, Conn.

Stay

on

Crocker House Block

hie
ottons
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Caught On Campus

14 Church Sbeet

Otto Aimetti

COLLEGE

The Specialty Shop
M. :1". Dwyer

Manwartn&" Bldl".

Good Shepherd F1ngerlng Wool
Tioga Alpenna Wools
Bee-Hive Non-Shrinkable Wools
Hosiery - Lisle or Nylon

where?

GOULD'S
Youth Shop
228 State Street

how much?

and up

man; Herbert, Marty Miller; Sgt.
Major Morris, Marge Lawrence;
Mr. Sampson, Connie Wales.

The Mohican Hotel

Two Against the Gods, by Albert Mannheimer, the sophomore
class play, was well done although
it left something
to be desired.
The play came close to being melodramatic, but the murder element
in it held the audience's attention.
The setting, representing
the interior of an Egyptian tomb, was
most effective. When the mummy
cases opened, chills went up the
spines of the audience. The lighting effects were excellent
and
added much to the atmosphere of
the play. One of the principle defects of the play was the shortage
of characters.
Stratton
Nicolson
played her part well; her movements were graceful.
Her lines
were few, and this helped to ereate the desired
impression
of
death hovering over those who attempt to pry into the forbidden.
Carolyn Townley, as the female
scientist, was fairly convincing,
and Cherie Noble, as the scientist's assistant,
played some of
her scenes with genuine emotion.
The sophomores chose a difficult play, and considering the limited time in which they had to rehearse it, their performance
was
a commendable one.
The sophomore committee
for
the play was as follows:

260 Rooms and Baths
RESTAURANT - A La CARTE

THE

MARTOM
Just

••• AND TAKE YOUR TRAIN CAREFREE!
Don't start your vacation cluttered up with luggage problems when a phone call to RAILWAY ExPRESS relieves you
of all such troublesome details. We'll call for your trunks
and bags, speed them to your home, and save you time
and expense. The low rates include insurance, and double
receipts, to say nothing of pick-up and delivery at no extra
charge within our regular vehicle limits in all cities and
principal towns. You can send"collect",too,when
you use
R.AJLWAY ExPRESS.
Just phone for information or service.

Down the

mn

HOT WAFFLES
25e
PINTS

OF ICE CREAM
25c

•

Sandwiebes

•
•
•

Chops
Lohster
Steak

Breakfast

New London,

Conn.

Dally Special Luncheons
and Dlnnere - '70c to '1.30

Meo

The

Best In Food

DanclD&"Sa.turday Nll'ht. Untll 1:.0 a.m.
NO COVER CHARGE

Pa.rking Place

MEXICAN HUARACHES
For the College Girl

MADE OF STEER HIDE

SAVARD BROS.
State Street

Hold your
Partner!
Odorono Cream keeps
Arthur Murray dancers
"Sweet" in a close-up
Whether the music's sweet or
swing,you' ve got to be' 'sweet."
Use Odorono Cream-choice of
Arthur Murray dancers. Nongreasy.
non_gritty-gentle
Odorono Cream ends perspiration annoyance for 1 to 3 days!
Ge~ a jar and hold that partner
_spellbound!
10/, 39¢, 59/sizes
(plus tax).
THE ODORONO cc., INC.
NEW YORK, N.Y_

Served

7 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Complete
NATION-WIDE

RAIL-AIR

SERVICE

Dairy Bar
GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOU R MONn
t FULL OZ. JAR-ONLY
39¢ (pillS tu)

d

